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HURST GREEN NEWS
FRIDAY 12th February
Dear Parents and Carers,
There is no work for the children to complete next week as it is half term. I hope you all enjoy the break, even
though we are all unable to go anywhere. Stay home, stay safe.
Kind regards, Miss Flack

SOME OF THIS WEEK’S WORK
Willow Class
We have been learning about the number 6 and recognising the spot patterns on a dice. We have read
and made predictions about the Magic Paintbrush story in English too.

Michalina made an amazing
Chinese Drum.

Eddie had fun sledging!

Naia’s giant snowman

Nice chopstick work
Rex!

Matthew, Freya and Rex made Chinese
drums too!

Silver Birch
This week we have been writing letters to children in China so that they know what schools are like in
England. We had a Topic day today and we had a go at writing our name in Chinese, making noodles and
sequencing the story of The Chinese New Year Animals. In Maths the Year 1 children have been doing
place value with numbers to 50. The Year 2 children have been carrying on with division and
multiplication.

Top tips for searching online from Harlow and Jacob!
A fantastic letter telling a Head teacher in China about our
school. Well done Oscar.

Chestnut
This week we have been enjoying the snow. Chestnuts have been learning about graphs and charts and learning all
about adverbs. We have also been carefully sketching the Willow Pattern by Thomas Minton.

Henry, Winny and
Jack with their willow
patterns.

A close up of Matthew’s willow pattern

Filip’s work about charts and graphs.
Filip had 20cm of Snow in Poland!
He taught us that Śnieg is snow in Polish.

Matthew worked hard on his record of achievement
and included great adverbs to describe how he scored a
goal in football.

Maple
Kung Hei Fat Choy Maple class! We have been enjoying getting into the spirit of things at home and in class this
week. Chloe wrote this amazing poem in the shape of a Chinese
dragon.

Shantai made a fortune cookie with a
message in it.

Poppy was busy making a spiral
dragon and Chinese lantern.

Martha made a snow angel.

Taz found her ball!

Have a great half term, thanks to you all (children AND adults) for keeping
going with your home learning, I hope you all enjoy the break.

Oak
This week we have had a Google Meet every morning - it has been great to see your faces again and enjoy
some fun quizzes and games. We have been making posters about Cyberbullying and have spoken about
what bullying is and what to do about it. It's important that we all remember the effect that making unkind
comments, spamming or leaving people out of groups can have on people's feelings. Always think before
you send something and don't send messages when you are angry.
In Art we have made some colourful Chinese dragons and in Music we have listened to traditional Chinese
music. I am looking forward to seeing some of your tourist leaflets about China!

Great poster Ellie!

Super fractions work
from Sophie C.

